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boundaty walls are divided· into zones. An accurate deter~- -
. 
.,..- .· - ... 
. ...... , mination of the heat _flux along the length of ·the kiln is 
-
then obtainable if 1) the zones are small enough so as to 
•• " • ' I consid~r them is6th~rmal arid_ 2) the zones represent the 
• • • ~ ' ..• f; .. ---.':\......--,.-..-----1""-----··-·-· . • .. - - -. -, --- --. ·-- . ":. ,·-·· - . -------.~-.---· ·- -- - . - -- --. --:,-
~··- rict-uai~ ge~dtet;(y-~of-- t-h~- k.iln. This can be done by xetaining1 
~ . 
...... .., ...... 
" 
-~ ·-~--:..,. . <,~? 
the bylindr·ical shape of the cement kiln and considering r 
the charge to have flat surface, yhe plane of which • a 1S 
perpendicular to the center of the cylinder. The object 
of this thesis is to determine the view factors satisfying 
,. 
the above requirements.--,, 
The integral equations derived for the view factors 
,,-· 
i 
were impossible to solve in cl·osed form. Therefore 
Simpson's rule was used to numerically integrate the 
equations on the COC 6400 Computer at Lehigh University. ~ 
. 
Results were obtai-A-ed at three different values of 
gas absorption coefficients for zones with a height to 
diameter ratio of unity. Comparison was made with work 
performed by Ekkru and Hottel as well as checks made to 
see that the laws of reciprocity held. All results.are 
•. 
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-·- ' -"-::-~--- .. : ; :··.:· ...... ·. The processing of cement .takes place. in a 1(§\rge cyl- . ··-~ 
·-----------·--
\ •• . . • I . • • . • . • • 
. . indrica!i\l kiln ( se, Figure 1).. A solid charge is fed in 
. ' 
,·. - \ .. ·;" . 
one ·end of the kiln and-then passes respectively th:!t"g_ugh ----~ 
• • • - - - ----· --- ... ---- ••-••-.:.••--"-'---·-~••-·-••••-·-------·.-·" -.-~·----~---·---·· -- ·•·•·· -·-:·· -·-.--•·•- • . - • I 
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. ·'· c.· • drying~ heating/ allld burning zones.. it is the burning 
--~--~-·--·-·------··--·-·-------------.. - .. -- ' ...... 
·-
.... -... , .. ·:·~·:-- ... -··~.--- .' ... -~'--;.--:_;;.:,'· :_ "- .. :.':-- ; .. -.......... : ··:y··· ...... _ . 
zone which· is of real importance Since it is here. that .. , .....•..... · .. . . 
. 
· chemical reactions, calcination, and fusion take place. 
.. ... - ·- -···· ··••- .· 
'· ·~~"~~~'::cc~~=,"·":
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together of solid reactants that yield the hot cement pro• 
2 J 
' . - •=-· . duct. The hot cement i~ then removed from the burning 
zone and cooled by forced convection before final-~*it 
--~-'"--··'"~--~.-'----"--~~-from-t·he· kiJ!.ln. 
"'""/ "' 
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. . As would be expected, there' are many~ heat 
. ,~ 
problems involved in the manufacture O~ch a 
. ,)~~ 
there are problems with conduction, conv~ction, 




f,r, chemical reactions, and radiation. Adding to the 
complexity of the problem, the kiln is rotated and a 
C1 
serie~ of chains are alternately dipped in the hot cement 
charge and then suspended in the high temperature stream 
of crimbustion gases to provide more effective heat transfer. 
... 
.. 
""This thesis looks only at the problem of radiative 
heat transfer. Due to the high temperatures involved, 
radiation is the governing mode of heat transfer and can 
account fox as much as eighty per cent of the heat trans-
• . w 
, , 
'· 
ferxed to the charge. Consequently a method was needed 
to calculate radiative transfer in the cement kiln. 
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· Th~ radiatiort heat transfer ~~ocess is a very 
'\'_,,. __ _ . - . comp-1,eJt. problemo · One of. the most important reasons-·for · ' . :___ . ___ ._. 
--~_,; ,·,. this compleJ:tity is that what.goes-on at any point is 







) ,.· . . , .· · · one must write an i-ntegral equatitln _to· express· heat t~ans-
- --- ---· -- --- - - ~ - --- - .. - -~ 
11----:--____;..---:--c-:--~-· ----·-·-.. ------ .e--------------· -
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. to express, the local rate dependent only._ ~pori loca~· c9n-, .... ~·-···----"'-~-~:_ .. :~.-~--~---- __ . ,: ,s ---- ---------~---,..----
- •. , •.•• ·,- ••• ·:-
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di t ion~· as. is possible _for convective transfer. \ u 
_ .. A ;ilper by. Hottel and Cohen ( 1) provided such a· .. , ......... ·- ·-· ~~---· -.. ~-----·-· "-~·--.... _---· .. ...... =.-..· -- .- - .... -- -
method which made allo~ance for nonuniformities of temp•·-. 
. ' 
-. . • I.. 
. ,.. ......... . 
. er~ture in the gas mass~ This technique known as "the 
Method of zones" divides the ga• space and the boundary 
. *' 
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. enough, one can consider them isoth~rmal ahd can therefore .. 
write steady state energy balances for each zone. 







all zones plus 
net convection 
from adjacent 
zones plus net 
enthalpy flux 
due to bulk flow 
- .... -::, 
• Outgoing 
Energy 
• Ill . 
. ) ~t' 
radiant energ.y 
emitted from 
the zone plus 
net flux 
through it if 




All terms except the net wall fluxes are a function of 
the unknown temperature only, and the number of equations 
equal the number of unknown temperatures and wall fluxes • 
Writing an energy balance for each zone in the enclosure 
results in a set of nonlinear integral equations which 
could be linearized and solved to obtain the desired dis-
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In radiant heat transfer .. problems one must account 
. . 
. . 
for·foui typ•s of energy interchange: ,uxface to surface, 
• • ' 
• • - 1 • ' l 
. ........ .·L .. · ... . 
- . ··-
----------- ~----~-·-------- - ' . ,•-- ---
. ·surf-acl& to. gas» gas to smrfacS/ ilritl gas to gas·. . Refe.r:d;ng 
'(/ . 
to ·nomenclature used by· Hottel and Cohen to ·indicate one 
.. , 
!··--·:•:.: ----~ ... , ... · ___ : .. _:··--- ;, - . .-.--- . 
. ·''i..... . ... . : '• ... >•· • . : • ' - • , .. : ,.· ., -.~ ... , .. , ., .................. ··"··-- ---, - . ' ' -
------- ... ~ - ·---- -- - -- -- ' . ~.-,.,. .. - -
-,,-ay_--·radlat·ion _one can wr1te-~expressioris ___ f.or ____ these. four.· 
• ·.! __ 
.. types of interchange_ as f'ol·lows: 
. ·.,-_ .. 
'-~·· 
·sui:f a.ce to surface interchange _ 
' . ~ .... , 
. . .· . 
. .. . --- ......... ---, - . -'-- ------- ~ ...... --- ·----:_=-~~~-~-----··-·- ....... --·--· ..... -4 , ... -......................... ,.... .. . . • surf ace~ ·-i-emit:t-lng-'-· ............. - .... ------·-e------·-·----·-· .... . 
_ ...... :·:c ... -.c ..... --~· . ·_. -,..---"- qs 19 j = Si sj . 15i "''"" surf a~e j receiving (~) . , 
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• • • gas J rece1.y1ng 
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.qg.s. = g.s. 
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gas 1 emitting 
~surface j receiving.· 
gas i emitting 
gas j receiving 
As is- seen above the first subscript denotes the source 
(4) 
(5) 
zone and the second subscript denotes the receiving zone • 
The direct interchange areas, denoted by s.s., s.g., 
1 J l. J 
· ~ gi~j' and gigj are products of two terms. The first term 
bas the dimensions of area, the actual area for a surface 
.. 
·_,: 
...... . ......... -
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term is the reception factor F which denotet the fra~tion 
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c--------- ----'----'--~---:--.----ofrad_I-ation emitted -in -any zone .. which reaches another -
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-T-he radi·ant heat transfer problem thus reduces to that of 
calculating the reception factors f o,r the various riaodes __ __.___.__ _ ~ 
~----- ., .... 
of -~interchange • 




those systems wherby the gas can be approximated by~ set 
. of isothermal cubes of side B, and the walls can be approx-
---im~ t e d by a set of isothermal squares of side B. As such 
'· 
its use is limited, and an extension of the method is 
s~ught that best fits the actual sh~pe of the cement kiln. 
The basic shape of the cement kiln is that shown in 
; ·Figure 2. It is cylindrical in •hape with the charge 
considered to be a flat surface. 
The object of this thesis is to present a aethod of -
" determining the required view factors for this config-
uration using isothermal cylindrical segments instead of 
isothermal cubes. · --·--· 
~·· ! 
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ll Figure 2 • • . - -------L Configuration of the Cement Kiln.--_----·~ 
. D ···--··•··· ....... , .. , .. , -.~----· ~ 
Refe~en~e is made to work performed by Jakubowski 
(~) which provides a solution for the surface to $Urface 





Derivation of the surface to surface view factor (see 
/ 
'/ 
Figure;> leads to the following expression.: 
. \...._~w-
.,! 
-ks cos l• cos iz F A1-+"2 =r e dA, dAz z tr s Az.. A1 




















area of surface 2 
distance bet~een dA1 and ~ 
angle.between sand the nor11al to dA1 
angle betweens and the noraal 
to dA2 
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·· cally evaluatin~ the ab6ve multipl~ integral for th® 
differirii surfaces involvedo · Simpsont~ rule is used as 
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_ be valid by evaluating ·a known .quadruple integr_ai .. to, t 
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The procedure follow~d in this thesis was therefore I 
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fore surface to gas) and gas to g~s viewfactors and 
attempt to evaluate these multiple inte.gral.s by a· similar·-
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· performed. by Hottle and Cohen (1). 
Given and isothermal black enclosure of· any shape 
filled with a ·radiating gas at the same temperature as 
the enclosure, the enexgy equation is as follows: 
One way energy transfer 
from a differential 
volume of gas, dV, to 
a differential area of 
surface, dA 
Attenuation of the 
Total radiant energy 
1 
~mitted by the differ-
= ential gas zone over 
the entire solid angle 
Ratio of the area X emitted radiation by. 
the other intervening 
gas zones 
X 
I dA as viewed from (11) 
.. 1_,,.. ,- - • 
:· - - '---::.~:·:· 
:::·--..:_·_···-:5· 
• {Eb) x(T )x ( .4W) 
• 41T 
•. . .... 
.. 
~ ·• 
.. - .... ...,,... 
' . .. .. -,-
·.x· 
zone dV to the total 
area to which dV 
radiates 
·-·-
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whe%-e--E6 ,=--total~ttmis~ion from dV ·in··- --· ··········· -·· -
_ .. - all d1rect1ons . · 
• - -v • 
·-- · r · = ·tr;nsmis_sivity of a layer 
.. 
5 
· · of gas of thiclcness s -f o~ ... -... ·. - · -
.. ------- --the--. c~-ad-ia-t i--0-n- ·-f rem --dV--· ·, ·-'~;- ___ ,, ____ ---·----··-----~--~--"------~--- ---
. .. "",.aw==. solid angle intercepted by.---~ ·--·<,·-<·--··,--· \ ' 
dV · as measur.~d from dA 
· Referring to Figure 4, ·one_~an show that (1) . 
. . ..• , .. -· . . -, ..... _______ . . . ' . . 
..;,..___~------- --Eb =·-· 4k elver r':1:,-~:. ___ ~-~--. -~---:-. _:___ ____ - - - ... ·· - -- --- ·, ·. < Tr-_· ·. ~{i-3J-~---. ------ _, 
,. = 8 .-ks .s 
• ~--··_ p - '--·-·. - -------
. (14) 
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where 4k ~ ga;s_~-~emissivi\y: per un_~t- -· ·e,·-·-·--· --- ·-,,'l 
volume 
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k = absoption coefficient for 
a gray gas 
dV = differential gas·volume 
dA = differential surface ele-
ment 
d"'T~= black body emission 
s = gas thickness between dV 
and dA 
dAcos¢ = effective area of dA for 
reception from dV 
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···--, 
Let· df · · ·. · = fraction of energy emitted .from avg· that · 
.i- .... d Vg•«As . 
. _ . reaches Surface dAs . . . • .· ·· .· · ·. . . · · · · .··.·. ·.· .· 
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df = RaQ.iation to differential, surface =·cl,_ 1.'*s .·. 
~vg .. dAs Total emission ov_er entire solid angle . 11-4 . .U.VrT" 
·- · '-· · --~ _ ...... _ _c· -- _ ~n~l'e f ~·re·· th~- gas· to· surface V"ie~ .;f'~¢t~~: . F ~-s . -~ .--~\Thi ~h is .. ·: ·:· ... ·,o -·~= -~'- . 
. . ... , _. .. . .. . . . 
\ 
'\ 
.... - - -· ---\·· 
\ 
· defined as the fraction of energy originatillg in a volume· .. ·· 
element Vg that re8.ches1···and · is absorbed by a surface ele:"'!> .· · 
•• I• • 
'."' ----: __ .. 
- -.-,,..··--···-'---•-······· ..-·-··-·· - . ~- -·. -- .... ·-- --~----- ... - '. ----- - . •••- ,.,.r:_. • 4-- , .... ., A~ • A..µ;.r.._.lo::""=>\ - - '-'<C ' ~ • 
·, 
., 
(18) . . 
I 
I 
°'",-." ... ., ... .,.;_..; ..... _ 
,-.,--'_;\;)- ---- -- ----· ·--·- - I • ,, . . . . --~~_.........;:.____--,--:..-.~-----r'F ----'---+( ---"----"-,---------·-- . .. --,~;.. .. :. -··,- --- ----- -- -· ·----- .. -------- ·---~·:.,;;:-\·-------;-·v-·-~--------
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I cos f e II . ( 19) 
'l-1r_ ·vt. --_ 
5
-z.-. -- clAs J 'J ~gs --
1 V As 
'J -, _____ .. 
~ ~~-. -
A similar technique is used to evaluate the gas to gas 
radiative interchange. 
.... .. 
= 4k. V. tr T 'I 1 qgg g g gg 
where q is the one way radiative exchange for the frac-gg 
... 
(20) 
tlon of radiation originating in one gas volume that reaches 
and is absorbed by 21ny otl1er gas volume in the system • 
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.. •-. 
:r. . ~ 
'/' I . 
,, .. ·~·13. 
- --··, ·-------· .. :r·~ 
~. . I 
'' 
· change between the two differential volumes is Proportion-
-- . ,, . . 
.. 
'~ -~·-- '' ,,, 
. I, - . 
' ''" J. 
· · ·. · Figure 5. Geometry f ()r deriving a gas to gas 
··· view factor · 
tance,and must be diminished by the transmissivity of the 
... : - ' . 
· /'----~~~--·-~~- · intervening gas. Expressing this mathematicllly: · · 
.l~, ... 
\ 
-, . =====-. 
Div-iding this by the total emission of one of the 
. . 
volumes. 4kdV9 tr T
4
, the following expression for the 
l 91 
fraction of energy emitted from dV that reaches and is 
91 
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.. 14. 
·.············-·· ... _ .. .. ---· ..... ,(>nc e . tbe · . view~ factors , E.55 , ....... Fgs;-an~ F ggi1 a;r-e•·- - __ L __ ~ ---.----~·--,-- .---.-< 
known f:tom t!'1a\lU©ition of th~i~ respective multiple· · 
-
. integrals9 the direct interchange areas can.be deter• I 
- ~----- ----- - -- ..._ --- ----- - --
__ , ·--.. ,.c:~.~·'-'--·, · ·... _mined .... Providing the gas medium iS gray, -the inter- _ 
... · 
. change can be shown to obey· certai·n laws of . reciproc-
. .1 
ity (4) : ~ •1 . ·i · 1 ., I 
. ' .. . .. '~· :,,.. , ; - . . ' 
. ·--~- ·-----~~--~~-~-~----- - ··.Si s3 .. =·· s s•1 ··- ___ _..F __ : ___ ~-. --·- ··- .. -~ ~ :~-· .· . ·-·· ~~~:~ .. -~:-----(24)-- _- ___ -· ~ .· __ ·.> .· __ .. > 
.(,r .·, . .. ···- ... , ( ,' "' 
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or 







~Aj_FS;i,sj = AjF sjsi ·-· . 
g.s. = sJ.gi 1 J 
. ... 






-~----· -------~------ . -~- ··-
-, ___ ·- · (28) 
. .... , - . .. 
-(29) 
r 
As a corollary to the above definitions one can show: ' \ 
• 
+ [g. s. 
. 1 J 1 
~igj + ~gjsi = 4kjVj 




--,, ... -· . -
. \ . -
~- These .reciprocity relations simplify the calculations · 
necessary for the overall heat transfer problem as well 
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,--_--J.".::.;:: An· ·emitting. s~gment-.. ·--of· ··a. height -to diame\er ratio 
. - . .: ·. 
··of one was c_hosen ··. as a basis for the calculationso As 
" 
· · · such five successive segments ire used 11 two on ei thex 
. . ' ~ -
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······ __ :_____ --·- - ,• . . j 
. .. r..-__J·I•,·•·~•:•·,..<,.., .•. :. -,-··•··• ·-· ... , , 't 
. ,I 
., segment 3 
segment 2 
I ,•·· ., . 
,j 
emitting segaent ~i 
~egment 2'_ · ------
'~' segment ·3• 
" 
'~ .. - ...... 
, 
1--~~:___--~~~~~~~&F~i~g:JUU~ments considered in method 01 zones 
Thexe is no need to extend the number of segments on 
... , 
~ 1-· . .;:, -=-· 
each side futher than this since radiation fxom the 
center segment to one beyond this point is shown to be 
I 
·negligible~ As can be seen above symmetry reduces the 
number of segments needed to three. 
,_, 
Some of the radiation emitted by segment l is seen 
by segment l, some by segment 2, and some by segment 3 • 
.... , ... 
This is not to say that radiation emitted by segments 2 
and 3 are not equally important as that emitted by segment 
, . 1. Rather, the relationships derived using segment· L,11 
... 
-··-·-""--. 
·the emitter are typical of those derived using any other 
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· F1gUre 7 shows the detailed three segl'llel1t con.figuration ,. . . - ~ ' .: ~;;_-~·:<· -. ·. : '<t,l < .. -:- ~ . . 
~-
used in -the deriva·tion of vie1v factors: 
.... --'·-······- ---·-···---· ···-·-··- -··-·· ..... - ······- ... ------·----·········----·-·-··-····.-·· ·. -~'" ..................... ·· :·--_··--··-···-· ... ·-·:··:.:·~--- ... - --
. . 
· .. • 
,.,.,.;,;·,.,._ ......... . 
' . 
--- ,---~- -- --· -- - - -- -- .. -··--·-·--·. - ····'--' .. · ':- ,_ _____ --· ' - .. -----_-----
- --·-- ---- ···--'. ·----·:·------·--:--·-- ~ •. <\ 
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Figure 7. Math Model of Ceaent Kiln 
The nomenclature used in this thesis to rep~esent the 
various surfaces and volumes under consideration a~ given 
1n Table 1. With this nomenclature and the general deriva-: 
tion for the three view factors, one can now determine 
particular view factors of interest in the solution of the 
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------ -----~-- ~----- - . 
-~-:, 
. .,. -· . 
.·_. ·. 
• i ••• :.·'C' ··, 
~ .i 
•···· ·--·------·. . ... ,; ·- ... •.· ·. - . . . 
. -··--------··--··-·· ----·------ ·'···--······-··-··· .. 
. : .. :.··.---·----.:- .. · ~--·-··---. :· . 
- r 
·_ From ~tne definition of a surface ·to su-rf ac·e: ____ v_iew ____ ,_ 
fact~! as being the fraction of the total energy leaviog 
. . . . 
. 
' the fiX>st surfaces that strikes the second surfa·ce. the · 
f ollowi-ng relation must hold: 
\ • ·1 
. 
. ' The n surface elements· represented in the _summation are _ 
.constdered !o C:QlilpJ.etelcY'-~Ot_lo~e the __ i~h SU1'fac~.lement. -~-----~-----~~-~. ·--~-'--------------------. . -· -· 
. 
The·above relation. allows a check on the accuracy of the 
calculated surface to surface view factors in the pre-
.--.: ·-· 
_:,___ ---·- .... •-: 
sence of a nonradiating· gas ( k=O) ~ -Consideration of zone 
.............. ~ ..... ,, .... ~~---· .. ,-, ..... ~ 
.... , ... 
18 
. . ' .. ··-- -- ·-·· ... -· ---· -
- I 
. -. ······· 
one yields the following equations: 
~------~-------------- ----;,;.,;:,···----- ---·- ---- ---- _________ .. _-____ , ___ ,_ _____ ---iii-----~--,---, .. --- _ _,_f>, ------. -- ' 
. - -· 
" ·-·· . - ····· --------- -----·---.. ---·- .. 
·--
' ' 
-•2,e1 •2' 8 1 •2•c ... # •2••2 · ,J 
. 
F + Fc,e1' + f + 
F ,,: 
- 1 (34) 
-c,e1 c,w2 c,c 
-
·-
F + F ' + F + F~, a: l (35) ,; el,el el,el 8 1••2 e_1 ,c 
', . (·.' 
" 
' (36) ( F • + Fe• e' + F ' + F ~ ' Ill: 1· ·-~ el ,el l • l el ,w2 e 1 ,c 
Some·of the above surface to surface view factors are -- -
' . 
zero, but are shown for clarity. Also note that eqs • 
. .. 




P ,, F • and F8- care the surface to surface 9 1A' 8 1A elB'c le' 
·:. ··· ... 
•.. ~: . .t.··-
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----·-~,--..;-· -~· - _,~--""·~T?'":..."'-.-:-.::.'_..;..:;.-~-:-:.:2,;: .. :.::.:..:,:;_~ ..... ;.'..";~' • .:..:.:..:._::~:,:~..:,;~',:.;;__,_:~--;..,; ___ .-c-,_ ;._.-,.-_.· ·;-·. -~-=--~...._..._...._,.,-.-., c...: 
.. ··,-':_.:·-, -
.. --
- -·- -- -
---- ------·-- -
•, 
---, . ' · .. · ... : 
·.· -~. 
"'r'. 
. . . \ . 
··. . ' . . ''. . . '. ·.· .' .... · ... : -~ 
______ ---. _: ___ ._,._ ......... ·· view _factors that-- are---~.ne.cessary .. for~-t-he above-- calcula-- ··· 
·1· . 
• • '- .,, ,.._ •. • •"'"-'"' .,_,,.,A.ao,~: ;_,,, - ,._,: •• , .. ~_-"_''-'-<-,-••-••••·'···-•- ·.,,. • 
.~-
·----.. -- .... -- ---·~ .. tionso Th·e remaining surface .to syrface viei"' .factors are ..... _____ , ...... ----~----
. n .... 
.' --: . :.... . . . 
-
--- -~~ ,__7_~:,, .. C-.~c., · ... obtained from reciprocit_y relatio·n 24.) or 25) and· Yamuti' s 
--·-···--- . ·.·-·····-·-·-·· 
. . 1 . . 
.. -.. . pr1nc1p e:. 
, .......... ,,., ...... 
=· ' -= ··••·· ' J i ~--{: .~.,~~~cii;~~· ,Z ~~F~2; c: ---:·:~a--. -,~----.~ . ;~. ·r_·: ': }:=c ___ -7~ /•·- ' ' .=~·-::=t3-7J .. -... :.:-: .... i~=~-········ 
- . . -, 
. ' 
. -· . 
I, , 
· .. · (38) 
~-~~--=----~··-~- ~~~~- ---·--------·-"-·-----· ---,=- -~ --"--~~=--~"---....:..-.-·-=-,---~~-~----_,., ~=-.:·':."~" ~~ 
F•2• 8 1A = :p'2' 8 1+1A - Fw2' 8 1A 
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~ (39.) · 
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/ (40) 
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. ..- . . 
---- """"TT"itl" 
•·-•·--·----~~ ..... -,..-..-.•,..-.---:-l· .. --,·, --~--··-·-.-·:-:·----::-~,,-•-••,-,,--••,e•• ',_, _ _._ - '0 ,•· ... ,,••••H' ---·-·~------... ~-- --·--•.-...··---- - .... -~-.,-.. ,-- ,.., __ .. •,•,,,,_, _ __,_,, '•H--• 
- • 
.•. • •• • 
.20 
........ ,~.,-~ ..... ' . 
• • 
-
. Using coro:llar_y ·so) of the laws· of_ ~_ecipro~ity al., 
. ,., ................. . .. 
- ' \.-..:· ·:~ . . ... 
. · .. ~;:·~--·~?. · lows one to~ ca~lculate' the gas· to· surface v·iew factors 
··- -- - .. -· - ... I .... f o:r -zone one as .follows-: 
1: .. 
. '. ·/ . . - . 
. or· 
di .• • 
(47)_ 
. ' 









so i . . . . , I 
~-·- " .. ·_.,., _ _.. __ .. __ .. ___ ... -: .. - , .............. "-<,. ... - . . f :.... . ........., .. -...... --·-----· ' --- __.,.. ____ ,_ __ -- ___ .., _ ___...._.___ ____ -
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,I • • I 
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"' ,. "' 
1-F ~F , -F •F --c1e1 c.~e.1 . c,c ·c_,.~2 
I The above equations allow one to calculate the gas 
to surface view factors· directly from the surface to sur-
_face view factors with the exception of k=O. Also the 
111:to·surface view factors were derived and calculated 
directly to obtain their values for k=O and as a check on 
the method of calculation. 
Similar relations can be written for the other two 
zones and zone combinations. From these relations one 
could apply a least square fit to the calculated values 
to arrive at the best answer for each view factor and thus 
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. ab.I . -: ,=:;-.• ··.;__ -,::_'. - -..•• ·:::.~ ... ------ ____ -:____ . •·· ....•..• 
-· - -~-----L!..,....._U_'-=, 
h,e,....,,.,,.·.--., ... ~ 
- _· :J.·~ 
-·-.-·--_,---·-:-- . -;-··. 
.. -- (: 21 
- ·---·-·----- --- ----.-·-- -·. ----· ·;- -· ---- ... -- ·--· .. ,---
- -~-. -· 
- ··~ : 
.. 
'. _... .. ... 
. . ' f . ~ . ,,~ . i -. ·'.'<-_';. ·. . 
To. calculate -the- gcfs -to., .. surface view. factors._ ( F · ---- -.- , 
- 9,w2 
- . . . . 
F . · · · , F , , • ·and·· F. ) direc_tly, the following view· · 
. ___ g,e1 ___ g,e1 : g,c 
' ···1 
--·H 
F ·· - .· F - -




~----··- .. ----- -·· ... ~-- --'1::.~.----,:...:. _____ · ___ ,..;._~~--..:__, _____ .; .. ':-:~.------·-~ -~-· - .: ~-·;.~~.-~ -·""'-'" ... ~---- .. c>·-·-· 
(, 
--- .. 
-_desired view factors ~re then obtained from the· follow-
ing· relations: 
-
- - .:...c - .:=c.· ·_ ---- - -----·- ·=..:c_.;. ---- - --- ,- .. 
. 
- -·- - - - . -- --
- - . -- - -· -· . .. - •- . - . - - . --·- . 
.. 
2 E . + F. "' = -2 v, ... ,A F;1-Hl'l1e 1+111 -:- 2 \/'111 F;,11,e 1+.~111:..!.......-·~ "-------1-=-~ .:,___--.... ~.;. . .. -.... ,.; .. -, --· 













V1-+ 1"' -- V ,,. . 
F -}', e, - e 1-A ~ V '" F 
• 
- F~1 c.. = 
_,, 1 eni 
2 V1+111 /=:J1+1,t 1e,A - Z V111 ~111.:'. e,A 
-V,+,A - V ·~ 
F 9', ""2.'0 + f/, , . II J I WALL. ---
. ' ' 
y,..,,. ~, ... ,,.,...,z.u - Vrtt 1],11l""i.+• 
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... ' ··---- ··--·- ... ,.__ ___ . ----·-··········---·-····-·--.··--
.,_________ . 
. .. . ........... ·~ . . . · ..... ·. • ~ • : - ~~~ 7-. · c-·c·~~~---·c'··-..-._ ------:--~------·--~-----:~"--· -·-c-··-----1 
. . . l 
' ... - -r- -
~ 
- -·---
~- - ·- -· ·- ~ ... - .. 
. . VH I;. - V, l'I f 
r . ~ . . 
- . -- ---- -. - _-: ______ --=-2~~-,---=--~~-- -=~--=-==-=--=ec=,~~-=:;:'~=~·,=-·--r=-=~-;~.--~~--~-....._ _____ --,------
.. ' ... 
\ 
Fq 1, C = F" ·I C. 
, -I? 1 enl. 
+ F . . 
; I/ CWltLL . 
·.:... --~ ' - . 
(58) · ' 
C -1 
,~, -·--- .. 
' . 
,:. , .. 
11 













"' V,+1A f; 1-tlll/ "'1 = V1A '; ~~/Wz+3 (61)-
and F9 c is shown to be the summation of the radiation l' 
emitt~d from 91 that would strike surfaces e1A and elA' 
·, 
(F9 c ) and that that would strike surface w (F ) 
- l' end 3 91,cwall 
·-
had the charge surface been removed. One can consider 
the charge as being transparent and observe the radiation 
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::use of corQ.llary 31)of the ·1aws of 
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yields the gas to gas view factor for zone .one as fol-
.· . . :_ . : '. '·. . . 
, " ---- ---- · - ·. · -- -: -··_· .· - -- . ~ lows :"·------~- ------------------ ·· ----------- ------
---~---- - ·-· -··- ... ,. -·· .... ----·-· ·--1-.-~--. - ··---···-~-------·-· ---
·.Jir _ 
..... , . 
·~=~------f?-.:--··~:.;=..:..;, ..... ··--·····-·-·-·· ... - -
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. ~ . 
.. I:I o ~:va:tiQlLo_;·. View F~s,;trqr,. ~~~ls.a. 
----- ------
-. -·- 'J 
.•, 
, 1) F can be determined. by u~ing the geometry of Figttte s •. 
'1-;. .• /' ·1 . ,., -··-- ,:.w ' 'ttJ'. . 
. 2' 2 · · 
·· · · The following eqtlatiOns are USecl in the determination or I~ ,w · •. 
· .. . . ,·. · . - . 2 2 
; -,.·.,· ... ····-···: . . 
. ~- ,:~. - . 
······-- ~- -C }~ ~ R1.+_(:z.~-~z11Y ----.............. -.,. (6~).: -· 
- , ........ -........ -~~--- -.---.---.---- ·-·-- . - ·-. -·.' ..... ,~ -~-: -~-- _.·_ .. ·_ -·- .. · ·----·.---- ... __ __ 
. ' 
.. --- . - - ..,..,, --~- .,·_·_. . - ' ' : . :_·. ' . : .. - ... '. . . ., .... ____ .. ____ _ 
i 1. :: 2 R & • Z R 2 . [ c o.s . [ 271" - (., + o<)] J . ' 
;.. ......... .,.:._ 
(67) . 11' ,.._. 
... 
·--· ·--- -~ .. ., --
.. -. . 
\ . t s =: 
Z · )2 
t ... ( i!za - ~z,. ·· . ___ ... (68) 
. . 
-··-~---~.--..:--.-.. , __ ~-------·---~---------,-~--------·-- ------_-_--_---::·~~--~--,---,~-· -~~-,.-,..._.._..,,..'=>...;:.J•· ··-··r···- · ~'. ·····• -~-a;;:; ~ · r ···-V.-: - mt----,. : --,·--------~~-~-~~·-·  
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applying Yamati's principle: 
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As can be seen above, ·vamuti's principle allows one to halve 
the limit on either & or~ in the Fw. w integral. Note 
,. 2' 2 
should be made ~f this fact as this. principle will be repeat-
ed again in the forthcoming derivations in an effort_!o re-
duce co~puter time in the integral evaluation. 
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The geo~etry for the determination of F 1s seen 1n 
. . - w2,w2, 
Figure 10. The equation for Fw 'w 
2 2' 
is identical t6 that for 
Fw ·,w 
2 2 with the exception that the lim
its of dz are changed 
from "o to h" to 11 h to 2h 11 • The equation is given by: 
,r t ~ 
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The geometry for the determination of Fw,. -is Seen 
. 2 W2n 
,' 
_ in Figure .11. The equation-is identical to that for Fw 'w 
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with the exception tha, t the 11mi ts of dz are ohanged<;:t:fom c -- fj 
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,, A si-milar procedure is used in the, ,derivation of Fw2-13.'w2• 3 . 
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0 The only exception being that the limits on -&and~ are 
changed from "~ to 21r·-~" to "o to 21f". Tl1e resulting in-
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2) F can be simi~arly evaluated using the w2,e1A 
geometry of Figure 12. The following relations are used 
so 
1n its derivation·: 
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Substituting into equation lO)and applying Yamuti 's prin-
, oi»a]. once again, one can write F 
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1w2+3 ,e 1+1A follows directly from Fw2 , 81A. The 
angular limits are changed to 110 to 21r 11 and·~ is changed 
' 
to "O to R". 
require only 
given by: 
As before Fw2+i•e 1+1A, and Fw2+3, 81 +1Ai. 
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7) fg,-e can be evaluated in the general case with the 
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. now be introduced to obtiin F9·_ . .81 .· r, F9 
. . e , 
:· .·.-:~ . ·. . · - . . lA' 1 + !A l + lA' l + !A 
and F9_ e as follows: 
. · !A'- lA 
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Replacing the limits of z from "0 to h" to •h to 2h" g . 
and "2h to 3h" yields F , F , F . • 
9 lA' e 1 + lA" g l + lA' e 1 + lA 11 9 lA' • 1A" 
F , F , and f 
91A • 8 1 + lA"' 91 + lA' e 1 + lA "' 9 lA' e lA"'• 
• F • ' 91+!,~-~.l+lA 1 
equals F d F 
91+1A!el+lA ,an glA'elA' equals F • 
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I III. Computer -·Program -an·d Sim:eson-1 s-----Rµle 
As can be seen by the complexity of -the.integrals ,,·.; .\, ... , . 
involved, a closed form . soluti_on · is ~ot_fe.as1-bleo · · Conse- ·· · ···· ······ ···· ~. · · ·---- ---- - --~ -- - -- -- -1'_) _----;;·-.. -- - .·· ',' ' 
. 
' quently ·numerical rfitegration by Sinrpso~-1 $ rule is used .to · ~--~~---------, 
--------- .. -----·------. -,:, - ----·--· ,--'-,-,---------------~---:----.. --- ... ,.--... 
,. . ·;-···-· ':··-=~----·- - - . - . ---- -- --· -- evaluate the desired view ·factors. 
••. ,. I 
---- --- -




--- --- . .,.·-··--·· - -- ·.· --
.. ~----··.,_/-. ' -- ;" .-,,-: ·:--- ...... ·-:..:.:-.-~--·-·::./~---·····. -... 
.. ,..----~--,-------,-- ...... 
-- :~~ .-- -- ~- - -'Simpson's rule· ·was -cho~ien· beoa.us·e_ of·· 1ts· s·implicity , I • 
_________ . ~~~· :_,_iin use compared to many elaborate m.ethods ·· that · could have ----------;--- . . . ,. ' ~,. •,, '" , 
· . been. employed. Its use is valid for an even number of --·--·-· ·-·. . .. -- --~-·- -·-·-
_ __:_,. .... 
"• • • • -
----• -·--•~ ,w-• 
- '_;-·. -c.,-•· -~--. .. . ~ '' :·: .···- ~::;.:::~~:-;-,-=~---:.s:_: .. .,~: ~- .. divis ionef-·uver . equal'. ·:1.n·tervals ,. ' between known val.ues of the· 
~" ,·;:~in~egrand. The two important criteria wh.ich determ_ine. the 
····----· -----:---
accuracy of Simpson's rule are the smoothness·of the curve 
of the function and the num.ber of integrals chosen. The . 
.__ _ ____!..-_· :.,:r--__.:.---'-_.._._~e~.1mp0-r-tant--of the···t,;vo -is· the -smcfothrfes·s··-·o·r···the··-·curve. 
As the curve of the function becomes smoother, the accuracy 
of Simpson's rule increases. An irregular curve may result 
in an unrepresentative choice of values within the inter-
vals, thus resulting in a greater innacuracy than would be. 
expected. Choosing a large number of intervals helps in 
\ reducing the error since, as the number of intervals ap-
proaches infini·ty ,, the parabolas of Simpson's rule more 
closely approximates the true curve of the function. In 
I" 
,... • t • ~ 
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,.._ h F(x) dx = ~ t 0 + 4£1 +2.t2 + 4.t3 + t•• • • • • 
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:n·= ·the number of. interva-ls----(mµs-t---be---even-},~-----_:_:·:---~--,: 
····~--
··-··---.. -,----------·-····---
··-· --• ~ .· •··-"- ·---- ·.·, - _. • :• .. -.• ·c. , • - : - o· • .,-··; " 
' 
' ;.·:·-" -~-- --. - - .. --,------ --~., -- ~- ---
' 
.'l . 
>;;:· . ·_. -' ·__ · -,-'----t1_.' -- . ' . 
--•-•-• ·-· ..... 
------------- - ~------- -.---- - -
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f = f(a+nh) = f(b) n . "'. . . 
. . . 
-· --- -
.. . -----------· -- ---- ... --
'(?r.. 
- ------- ---~--------- -- ··• 
-
__ ...._ -- ~-----.-- r 
. ) 
. ~:;---· ·."' ------- - '_ ··- . 
··- , _., ... , ~ . .:.:.--~a.•"---··•·-- . .,_....,. .. .,.,_,-•••"~"""'•__,,_._..~ .... --.~·••··-':-··••• ;}·::;'-; ..... ·, .. :.c.~---·-·'-'''-'-"-=,5 ~~--:-~---: .. - . -· .. -
::;I: . Sim-p,son' s rule can be extended to provide an approx--
1:. .... --------·--'-·. --'..:..., . ·'\:.....,- .... 







' imate solution to a multiple integral. Multiple integration 
follows the same reasoning as ·single integratori except that 
intervals are taken over all of the indeperident ~ariables. 
---- -----------~---- -
----n -- - -- ----- ·•--· - -Multiple integration-is accomplished in the computer 
~ ? 
. program by a series of 11DO" loops. which increment each 
of the independent variables. The first .variable to be 
integrated is located within the "DO" loop of the second; -!~ 
the second within the "00" loop of the third;. tj;le third 
within that of the fourth; etc. 
Certain precautionary measures had to be taken in the 
. ' 
computer program. First, it was noticed that at certain 
values of the independent variables, it was possible for 
"' the denominator in the integrals to go to zero. One could 
not shift the limits on the angles, etc. to completely 
eliminate this problem. Another integration procedure 
that did not require end points or equal interval spacing 
•• j ~ 
may have overcome this problem, but this was not deemed 
necessary. 
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A value of zero was assigned to th8 integral in the·.· .. 
-~- ----- - ---.··-~----- '-. ---·~- '--- ----- -:.~ --, - - - - • • •- I • .,..__ • -"· ____ ___!._ --- :'c:--·--: -~~-=-: .. ...:. .. •L •. ,-.---:-"-,--· 
surf ace to surface · case ·since -this meant that the 
-·-- --- ' - ---·--· 
_,_ ---------
- - > :-, emitt1ri9 and receiving area$ were coincident. Use 
. . . """··--·- --··----------- -··!' •. ,. - --
_,_-·. ____ :. ____ -c:~~~--~~¥ ___ · __ ~of L'hopital' s rule also q,moOstrated this to be ttie - --__ ---~-- --------~~-~~ ~---, ., .. 
. I 
.. ,• -
' .. .:,_. _____ ..:.. . .-·~---;~·;___~ ----~-_;-i;:.-_-:-:-:-:'.':"~-=-:~.--:-·-·: ·:--
' 
- ---- --~---









- .. - . -- ----:-- - ·--. - ·-------- ____ ,- -------
-Mor-e ~v,i-ew -fa-ct-ors ··than -act·tra-11-y-·nec~e-ssary··-for ,---.~-~-=-- - - . -~~~~-·:'.,- --~~--~-·----
the he.at transfer solution were--··calculated. This 
enabled use of the laws of reciprocity as a check on 
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IV. Results 
•a•= 
· .. : ·' .-·_ . 
·,r~ ' 
. The first set of table·s. show ·_-the resu·lts of· numeri-
-- - - - -- - -- -------- - -
~:c:ally eva-luating. tne~-s,I:rface to-stir-face vietiJ faei!·orso 
. ',· 
. - . . - ---'-. -"-'----'---------,--,- ---- ---
The -· ·. -
f, ~ • - -
.·. . .. . . · gas ~C> t;_~:i::f~c? ilnd gas :t<:Lgas view f8Ct0rs···~re then:.det.er••---_.~·-·~:-··-=-: 
'-.1---~--....... -~--- ... ·- ·. ---~--.._...-.. --"'."'-------·~---·------··-··---·- . . . ~ - . . 
... 
-- -- -~- - - - ----- - . . ... 
,; ' . . . 
> · · . ~· C., · ... mined from the .reciprocity relations •. , tables -2 :thJ:"ough:4s=. '.,.~ -=--:- :/ 
. --r·~·--·~·-· .... :::p::e- vie~ factors for . th~ total cylinder lo % charge) .. • .· ·~---· - . ... ! 
------- ---- - --
- -· ... --·- ··-·· 
. ',-
; with work performed by Hottel and Ekkru. Tables 5 through· 
- ------· ---
· .. ..... ... . : - .. -·- . · i3 stiow . th~_C911\pt,1ttr results for. Varying -the pe:r"6ent-----.~________:___,_.~-~----·, ·-·,.c._:.~--




.- • " ., 'I•,• ., ... The r~maining tables show the res~lts_Qf numerically.·• 
-~ .. ~ ' 
___________ .:....:.:.o...~--~ i 
evaluating the gas to surface view factors directly. Tab---- --~- .. ~-- ---·-
les 14 through 16 show the comparison fQl' tl\~_j:.J>tal_~c.,yt-~---------




; ~· .... 
inder view factors with work performed by Hottel and Ekkru. 
Graphs are drawn in Figures 19 through 42 showing the 
variation of the view factors with absorbtion coefficient 
\ 
times the radius ( kR). Using the computer results similar 
graphs could have been shown of view factor versus percent 
charge. This was not deemed necessary since the tables 
illustrate this variation. 
Tables 17 through 25 are shown in the Appendix cDIJ• 
,•~ing gas to surface view factors calculated directly 
with those calculated indirectly from the surface to sur-
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" ABSORBTION. COEFFICIENT_x·RADIUS-(kR) = ·O 
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• 0~912814 - .03712 · -· -- ·- -· --.- 01861 ·- · · 
.• ·085-18921 
F . . . 
··~. eJ.+l.A'_ei+iA111 • 010.7-5 _ 
---. - - - - ..... /"'- -----
- - -
F 
W2+3'W2+3 .58~18921 .58~79 
-F--- -- -
. - W2+3'W2+3 1 .178-13790 . ' .17809-
f ..;.,----- -· -·;\.. • -- --=f~-· -. -... -~-----r··- -•··--""--·-·'°''·---'•~"..-.=· 
• < 
• • " 
.02161280 .021603 W2+3'"'2:t3 
,. 
Fw ' 2+3' 8 1+1A .19940707 .20711 
F w ,, 2+3' 8 1+1A .02896126 .02896 
i: ,,, 
w2+3'el+lA .00734852 .007348 
Table 2. Comparison 6f results with those 
obtained by Hottel and Ekkru (6) for a cylinder(~ charge). 
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T~ble 4~ Comparison of results with those 
obtained by Hottel and Ekkru (6) 
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Table~. Surface to surface view factors for Various 
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Table 6. Surface to surface view factors for 
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' The gas to surface ·view factors were also calculat•d 
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directly. Good ag~eement.was obtained with all gas to 
surface view fa tors for a O % charge (complete cylinder). 
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. Good agreement ,.was al·so · obtained ·for th~ _____ gas. to end view 
factor with 10 % and 20 % charge,but problems were en-
countered w·th the gas to wall and gas to charge view 
.; factors. Lack of agreement is due to the inaccuracy of 
~he solid angle approximation as the distance from the 
gas element to the surface element appfoaches zero (see 
Appendix). Results and compari~9ns are shown in Part A 
-of the.Appendix. 
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radiant heat transfer along the cement kiln. A suggested 
i outline for this work would be as follows: l) Divide the 
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·from the walls of the system.- and 6) Write an energy bal-
ance.On eacti element and solve for the radicint heat transe-
fer desired. Also some method of accounting for the other 
-odes of heat transfer (conduction, co~ection, mass trans- l . 
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a final temperature distribution in the cement kiln can be 
calculated. This computed temperature distribution can 
then be compared with temperature data from an operating 
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APPENDIX -· Part. A. Direct Calculation·· of Gas to Surf ace 
- Vi<etrd Factors 
. I 
-Tables 17 through 25 -~gmpare the gas to··· surface- view 
fact~rs c~lculated directly with those c~lculated indir~ 
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equation 15) that the solid ~ngle is-
dA cos .m 
• 
S2 
where dw = solid angle intercep-
ted by ·<N_as measured 
from dA 
• 
dAcos¢= effective area of dA 
for reception from dV 
s = gas thickness between 
<N and dA 
This equation is exact for a spherical surface_dAcos~ of 
-·radius· s from the gas element. But it is only approximate 
if the surface is planar as in the end element or circular 
of radius Ras in the wall element. Consequently the approx-
imation becomes less valid as the gas thickness between dV · 
and dA approaches zero. 
In the gas to end calculations goes from a large val- .. 
ue to zero. A curve is plotted ass gets smaller and a 
• 
valu~ can be extrapolated for small values of s from Newtons' 
Formula of Extrapolation (ref. 3). The results were in good 
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In the gas to wall ealculation s goes from the radius 
1· ~- • 
R to zeroo A ·similar curve is plotted ass gets smaller . . ('. .. 
.......... _ bµt the. solid angl~ approximatiofl is not accurate ~nough 
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to obtain reasonable v~lues at the wall. As such the re-
'·j. • . 
sul ts a·re no·t· in good agreement with. thos.e· calculated from 
the surface to surface view factors. This indicates that 
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ployed. This ~esults in a complex solid geometry problem. @ 
.. ' 
The problem could possibly be avoided entirely if another 
---integration techniqu~·such as the Monte Carlo Technique 
. ---·-
-~----------·---- --· - . ' .. -· ------ --- - _. ·1------·- - ... ____ ---------------- - ' 
· were employed. Nonetheless some such technique would have 
" 
to be developed for ~he direct calculation of the gas to 
g-as view factors. This direct numerical calculation was 
not performed since the solid angle approximation ~ould 
play an even greater role in the gas to gas view factor 
·-'. . --
case. 
The above discussion should be treated only as possi• 
ble suggestions for further work on the gas to-surface and 
gas to gas view factors. Until other results are obtained 
there is no reason to doubt the validity of these view 
factors as obtained from the surface to surface view fac~ 
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APPENDIX·- Part B. Cc;>mp~ter Programs 
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The following pages of the Appehdix contain printouts 
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of the computer programs used in the calcul~tio~ of the 
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. . . 
... 
IREAD»THADIV.,ALFDIV,ZDIV.,~~~E~T~A~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~·,~-~~~~~ 
---.-c-~--~--Ai:-P·H1fl =B~E·T-A . 
.. 
_,.___ ___ ',.-:..:-.. 
\ 








NALr=AL FDI V+ 1 • 
NTHA= THAD! V+ l. 










D0 1 60 LL= 1 , N THA 
I TRACE=O 
Alr=ALPHAI 






00 120 J=l,NZ 
21=0. 
00 1 00 I= 1., NZ .... 
. 
.. . 















~-.. . .. 
~- r· :· - 1' . ·. " • 
. ·".1 





· , \:_..-.! :')'i_' '•':·t·. ·1 
·-
' . 
' · ..". " .. . ···:-~.; . 
,.· .. _ .. __ - .. . 
-.'" IF <ABS<rAST-f.>-.001·> 20.,20.,30 
20A(Jc9 l >~Oo ,; . 
I TRACE= I TRACE+ 1. · • • _si _ • •• ·' • 
G0 T0 40 _ . .· :··>... 
30ESA: SQRT<ABS <EASE+< 22-Z 1 'l?t:*2 >-> · · --~-· 
A<J.o I>= ( <EXP<-AC*ESA> >*SH0RT)/ <P'l-* <£SA**4> > . 
40C0NT!NUE 
· 1 00 Z 1 = Z ·n -:- DZ . 
. BCJ>=Oo 
T . ME=NDI v- I 
-
. .. I' 
D0·1l0 K=l1MZ .. 2 
. . 
.. ' 
·.·. t ' 
. ·· 11 OB C Jl=B CJ>+ C DZ/ 3. >•<A <.J, l<.t~A.*Ai.J~K+,J.:)...+.A.(.J.,K+2) > 
~-=~----~. =""'=_=----:-----· .:.=~----1-· ~-0-22=·22·~ DZ ............ --..... ,,,,---c~·---,~·_ .. __________ ..... - ~ . .. ·- · . -"-~ . ~ -·.. .. 
C<KK>=O. 
. D0 130 L=l.,MZ .. 2 
130C~KK)=C<Kk)+COZ/3.)*<B<L)+4 •• ecL+l)+B<L+2)) ' 6 . 
1 LIOALF=ALr+DALF 
D < LL > = 0 o · ---- -- · 
118 
•·. ·:... ..-',f . . 
.. ...•. ·.---· ._:_._.·. 





·- , . 
. 
• ' J • C • ·-"'!··-




r · .. 
_______ D0 15-0. M= 1., MAL;., 2 ··· · . · .. _ ___._ ____ . ~ . -- ·- ---- ···-- - -·--- ,_ ' _.:._•_, __ ... · ·-- .. , --· -- --- --····· ... 
- -. ------ ---·· . ___ ------ ------. -
·- 1 soo <LL> =D< LL>+< DALF 13. ·>•-< C<M'> + ~. •c <M+ 1 ->+C<M+2--,:, .. , 
,~_R_I~J __ JLruLu_.., ... 1 ... t.RA C E--------c~--· . . (._ -;l ,_ •. --... ~~ · -· - '·-· .-~---. -- . -- . -~-
~:-~ ~~~~~.~6~0 TH A= TH A+ D THA . 




00 1 70 N= 1 , M THA., 2 




PRINT.,E,AREA .. F 





... \ ·. 
Fw,e is as f61lows: \. . .. 
0IMENSI0N A<25,2S>#B<25>,C<25>,D<25> 
Pl::3. 1 41 59265 
l f<EAD, AC, BE TA, Z WI, C0N TF<L, DIV, K0N 1 
H=2o 
R= 1 o 
READ,ALPHAl,ALPHAF.THETAl,THETAF 
THADI V=Dl V 
~U .• ;_··.~.-j' • I 
I' 
. " ;JI 
'. .. . 




































· · C:' ",:-_·A··•"·•-•. i\;.:o·,·1::::,1 ;· •. o··  ·1· · .. v· .. <_•· · · 
. ·. ,, / . Lir· ·. .. (y#;· : . ·._·.... . ·. ·. 
·. zij'.:f)J#:,Dl·v; : -• · · 
.· 'RfYIV•DlV -
.. · D~ttli=i~LP1-1AF"-ALP.HAl).1Al..FDl" 
1 D:rttA.#:C.THETAF-THETAI")/THAD:l V-.. ·.·· ... 
,·oz::H/Z.DlV.<; i .. ·····_. ·-~· 




NRH0=RDI V+ i. • 
' ' I I 
· MALF=NALF-2 
- r -. 
MZ=NZ-2 . , . 
L ...... MRH0=NRH0-2 ~ 





PRINT, ALPHAI .. -' .. ALP.HAF. 
PRINT. THE TAI, THETAF_ . 
... ,r•-. ~~ 
.· ,_;( 
- ---:;-.,._,.. ~. 
, L 
PRINT, DTHA1 DAL F.,, DZ_, __ OJiH.0.~--~-- ___ _....,..~=----~ 
• • - • - ·- -:- _. '··-··-, ~-~---- -- - - I 
THA=THETAI -
D0 160 LL=l~NTHA· 
ITRACE=O 
ALF=ALPHAI 
D0 1 .IJO K~= 1 .t NALF 
,, 
RRE= < R*C0S< BE TA>> /C0 S<ALF> 
IF.<k0NI> 1l,l1,12-
11RH0I=RRE: 




IF<LL-1> li4,1~ .. 16 
l~PRINT,RH0I,RH0F1DRH0 
1 6C0NT-l N UE 
FAST=C0S<ALr>*C0S<THA>-SIN<ALF>*SIN<THA> 
Z2=ZWI 
D0 120 J= 1 ., NZ 
RH0=RH0I 




I TRACE= I TRACE+ l 










I • --·--~-~--~------.,._._."'"...,.."""--~.:;.....-. -.~·-. -~-.~--.-·- --::_~·-_--;·~-----:7-·"C"""--:---~2·""-~0,...-,_.,~_~-i.:.,~....,:::': . .....,.-...-~_ ~---.....~._. .. _,.,~-.........-.--.... -..,.__.,___;:· --~ -... ,~...___...---..--~---.,· .. - -~ j/ ___________ --~-,--··----·--··-. ---------~-· -. -------·--·-···--· 









. .. .. --- . 
, .... _ 
. -- ' . 
40C0N1INUE 
. IOORH0~RH0+DRH0 _· 
BCJ)=Oo · 
D0 110 k=lsMRH0a2 
·-- ~ ~- . ' 
., 
: ..... 
11 OBC J )·~B CJ>+ C DRH013o .>* <A <J,K.)+4. *A <J, K+ I> +A< J,K+2 )· > 
l 20_Z2=Z2+D2 
C<f<K):Oo . '> . . ·. 
D0 ·-130 L=liMZJ)2 
- :_____ .----------- ·. -- __ : .. ' . . ' ;: 
1 30C C'KX > =C < KK > + C DZ/ 3. > *·< B <.L > + 4~ *B .CL +l->+B-< L.+2 > > . 
. ) 1 40ALF=ALF+DALF -..... • I 
D<LL Y=_Oo 
D0 150 M=loMALF»2 
I SOD< LL> =DC LL>+ C DAL F/ 3. > * < C <M >.+ 4. *C < M+ 1-) + C (M+2'),,) 
PRINT.D<LL>»ITRACE 
1 60THA= THA+DTHA ·. 
E-o"' ,~---~ ...
D0 · l 70 N= 1 a M THA, 2 .. ·_-:-~. 
. 170E=E+CDTHAl3. >*<D<N>+4•*D<N+ll+D<N+2l> -~.:: .·.· .. 
E=-2a*E · .. ;: . 
-·----· .---- - - . --7·-.· ~" . . - . . AREA= R;~2 o *H* <Pl- BE TA.) _ ____________ ~-------_;..---~-------~-~. ---:~-~;~~-~--. 
F=E/AREA 
. .. :. ' 
. .. , ... 
r-"-1 .. ' . 
- ~ - -
.· '(l. 
; .. :··-_.··-; ... ·-·· 
-~- ·120 
"'- .. : . 
. "' 
. I 
' ' ·:. 
·,"•' •. _,I•. 
.·,' 
. . : - ·' ' 
. . ,• 
. · .. ~ . .- ... 
. ,.·..:-·'· - .... 
f:"> R_l t'LT p E J1 A REA~. F: ___ ~~-~~-~-;:---..--.-~~~------"--........_...:...--:-----=-,-~---:-. 7-' .. ---, 
----------~~----=-1-=F C C0N TRL > 1, l, 200 . "·= " .. ·-- .......... '.--. 
.. - . 






F is as follows: w2,c 
··- .. / 
·-· 
-·. 


















t>"· •• ~ 
\' 
-
. . , 
. .. . 
- ... ' . 
.,.l 
.... -...:::.. j .• 
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:-:ri' . ....,. 
. .. 
·1. 
. ,., --l . . ~ .. 
~\ '1 I. 
• 
. ' . 
. .... ,, 
. . . 
r~·:······ ...... ~···························· .. ··················· 
i ~ 
; __ I . . . ~· 
:~ - -- ,c ',.-~ i 
. . . 
' .p . 










r-,..,_ ... I 
.· THE TA I :;;:0 o 
THETAF~2o*Pl-2c*BETA 
DALF=<ALPHAF~ALfHAI>/ALFDIV 
DTHA:; C THE TAF= THE TAI> I THAD IV 
DZ=HIZDl V · 
. NAlF'~ALFDI V+ lo 
.. ·NTHA= T~ADI V+ 1.·1· 
~· . · NZ=Z DIV+ 1 o :· ·- .~ ~?_·· .. 
MALF=N~LF-2 
MTHA=NTHA-2 · ., •.. . .. 
.. ', 
MZ=NZ-2 
PRINT, AC., Z \\'l 
PRINT,THADIV,ALFDIV,ZDIV#BETA 
PRINT9ALPHAI»ALPHAF 
, 1 · PRINT.1> THETA!.:, THETAF 
PRINT;DTHA~DALF,DZ 
.... THA= THE TAI , 
'·. -~ ·, • ti,. • ' -
-. 
. . ' 
D0 _160.LL=l,NTHA I • o,11, .. ~ 
. ( ·" 
-·~ ... 




. . . . 
. ·. ', .;:·.·, :· .. :; '. ,t.~---- :. :. - . -- -............... · .. ::.' ' -- · __ .- .· •.... : .-···· . ··-
. <;,.·. 
. __ ... ;, 
•.. 
~---------
\." .. ·. 
._ -~- -, - ' ... . 
·'-' : ' . -:.,-
:,~-· ·.-'< 
... -· .--
.· .... ·._; '.·- -·,_ 
· .. -,. ··.- ·., .t;····-·\ 
. ..... ·- ··•·· .. /" 
. ··1_ - -•. _: -
\" . 
·::·-- -·:. - ·: .... : . 
•· ... __ . 
. '. 
.. ---- --- ---~---- ·. : ____________ , __ _.....- · I TRACE= 0 .. -. . - - ... . . . . ··-- --~- · · -· -. --·-------·- ----~--"--- . ,.. -· · . '---;--·----- - ......., ________________ -·- .. 
ALF= ALP HA I . ... -~.-· . 
l-----,---__,------~--=--F\-0----1---40-·--K K =-i-,-NAL F - •. 
.. 
.1 . r.., ' 







-, . ---, ___ ....,:_:-:__-....;.._ 
--, .., .., r-, 
TA=THA+ALF ··· 
AB=ALF-BETA . 
FAs··T;C0S C TA> 
EASY=C0S<BETA)/C0S(A~> 
EASE=R*R*C1.+<EASY**2)-C2.*EASY*FAST>> 
ETA= <R*<EASY-FAST> )/SQRT< EASE> 
ZETA=Pl/26-ARSINCETA) 
IF<THA-(Pl-BETA+.OOOl)) s6s~10 
SZAB= ZE TA+AB 
G0 T0 1 5 
< 1 OZAB= ZETA-AB 
1 SC0N T 1 N UE 
.. 
SH0R T= { 1 • -EASY *FAST> *SQRT <EASE> *C0 S( ZAB >-
AL F2 = < C0 S <AB>> **2 
2 2= Z ~: I 
00 1 20 J= 1, NZ 
Zl=O. 
00 100 I=l,NZ 
E5A=S0kT<EA~E+<Z2-21)**2) 
lFCt,BS<ES/4)-00001) 20,20 .. 30 
20ACJ,I)=Oc 
I TRACE= I TRACE+ 1 
. , .. 
.;;:;,.·,; ,., 




















..,, . ;:......:; ::,::i 
.- , (~' :1 






,,. ,:-c-·:to, .•• -
tt • ' 
. ' 
-~ 
I ... . 
. . 
,- -
. ~~ .. ·.
. ~ ... ' 
-----~· 
'r: :·' , ',.,~, '. 
' . 
. :;:;- - ... -.. -
: .. _1·_; . 
. ' 
. · . ·/: . . . ' . . .· -- '·- . . ·. ·-.. , . • . .,p ' 
. 1 IOBCJ):BCJ)+C.DZ/3~ >*<ACJ;K)+4o*ACJ;K+l)+A<J.oK+2> > ·. 
· 120Z2=Z2+D2 ·"·· 
;.C < KK) =O o 
D0 1 30 L = 1 Ji' M,Z s, 2 . . .. _... " 
... 1 30 G C K J< > = c· < -J< K > + < DZ I 3 • > * < B < L > + 4. * B-< L ~ 1 > + B <. L + 2 > >. 
·t 40ALF=ALr+D1)~LF ·· 1 
DC LL >=O o ·. 
D0 · .11 5 0 , M = l .o f\.1 AL Fa 2 -. . · · 
. . . ,··' . ; .. 





· E=Oo .(' 
--~....;\• -- .·.-•, 
I , \"\. 
00 1 70 N= l J> M THA.; 2 
l 70E=E+ C OTHA/ 3.->* < DCN )+ 4. *D<N+ 1· >+D<N+2) _) ,--... 
E=2o*E , 1 •. 1 
"' C0NST=R**3*C0S<BETA>· 
FF=E*C0NST 
. ' ;, . 
,.-~ ...... r1,· . 







: ·. -· __ ... _.__ '. 
' ' :i~.-... • : . 
. ·-· 
~ 
' /' . 
: .. ' ;· 
, (/ .. · 
.... - ., 
.. -- _.., ... -- '-~-·' .., __ '. ':•· .('" -_ -~ . . . ---, -
- .. .. 
·~-. > .:l 
AREA=R*2o*H*CPI-BETA> J· J;. ~ ·.-·- ' . . . 
F=FF' /AREA 
. . 
..· ·.-.···. ____ ·1'-·~· 
:·--- -'. 
· ______ , ___ ····--;- :·-·--:---- ---· --- --- PR l:NT» ·· FF-, AREAs F' 
- -- . ~- ' .. -- - - . - .. -~- . _-. -~ ---· _· .--....- ·-¥ ·-~- . -. ·- ~-· . :- ·-.. ·---··· ·--- . - ------·. ----------· ···--
• - Jt .~ 
. IF C C0N TRL > l·., ·1 ., 200 ~ .. . 
a--..-------'---~~-S-T0-P-:-_,_ ___ ~-------'--~'"--'-'------.:,,:-......;.;..,.--.,.....;.._..;..·_;_, -~~~...-.--'--.----'-. ...!...:." ·---'-_-_ ---:--___,_..:.,~--:--~ 










· DIMENSl0N A<25,2S>,B<2S>.c·c2s> .. Q.<2S·>. 




C0N TRL= 1;• 
I READ, THAD I V~AL FDI V.-ZDI V.t ROI V.tBETAiJ<0N I 
READ.,AC,ZWI 
... ALPHA I =Oo 
ALPHAF=BETA 
Ir< K0N 1 ) 2, 2, 3 
2THETAI=-BETA 
THET/-\F=BETA 








. :r•-. •. ~ 
,;t "" . J .,;;" :, r, . 
• I • 
r • 
. . 
." \) ·. 
·• 








.• .f.·::'.'""f -'~ 
".1 ':i.· 
··-,, 
.... ... •• 11-
.. : 
, l 
.. •. ~ .. 
_!,',! 
'.,,, l 





r:~ ~-= _"::~-- ,)--- ~..;_c - _: - ' ·-.. .• - -__ ••. _····-- .. _· ..• _ ... -- ·;:; ----~ _:'__ - . · ... ·· ', -=-- ;: -"-~,, ........ .,---- -- l,,L. U... •. -.-· . .. -- - ----·---- -- -
··, ~- .... 
. I 
1 __ : 
• • • -.,--·c, .. •''' '".'":,'' 
- ,., .. ,., ... - . ·-:-. . . 
, .., 0 
I . 
,. THE TAF=2. *<Pl- BETA> 




.NALF=ALF"DlV+ t.. · 
( ~.-
.· 1P ~ .. · 
-· ·_:; F;:) . 
·-'--·--·····-·-· ·,· ...... -·--'--······-~_:· .. :.~ ... -,-·--- ·:·······-~:-~:-·······--_· .. . :_~·~ ·· . .,'...._~:--· .., .... , _ _. __ 
·, 
NTHA=THAD!V+l. , .-. , • , •. , , r .. : •,'u ,;_ • . ' _;, •· · • •,' 
""""'""'-... 













' . . ,:: "'.',° ,-, . 
k-1'~(·.' 
, __ J-i~_ .. )~:: 
. . 
... .'. _., ----·~···· .. , ..... -
•r 
,•·\ ....... MR=NR-2 
PRlNT.o.AC.,ZWI ·. '·. ' .' . 
PR I.NT/) BETAJJ K0N l . 
PRINT9THADIV,ALFD1V#ZDIV~RD1V 
PRINTaALPHAiaALPHAF 
. ·:.·· :_,~+- .. ':-~~~_;_1_,,~~---:__,. . 
. . ~ ~- ... ~ ~ . .\ ··. . . ~t -. : . 
•' • . . . .·, •. I \,,• 
. 
... 
.. ' . 
,· . .., .. : ·. '~ ... : ... _..: 
. . .~~ ~ : .. ·• 
. 123-
. I 
-· ' ...;_ .. ' 
_1_-!- . '";' __ _ .·..,._,: .. ~~--- · . .. --: . . \ ·.· ··• .. 
•· .. -'1 
I ,. 
• I 
. . : -~-'- .: . 
... . ' 
PRINTo THETA I., THETAF ···. · · ,·.· . , ·· 
... · . PRINT, D THA DAL r ·DZ ··D·R· -- ---------J-----~--------~----------···-----!--. --=---------~~-----, .. --...,.... . ..,--.,._~~--~--7 -·--::7·-----:-·--,-.-:-.-.._:_·-:.~---:--c-·- --·····------- -·~--'--,--,-----·-- . . . , , r , . ~ . . . 
('c 
______ __.___ .. ., .... 
THA=THETAI 
,r--
...... .:.. ____ __f)0--1--60---·-Ll--=-1~N~'H1A . .. .. .. · -r r' 
.._. 
' .,: ... 
. ·. t ·, ... lf .. CK0N-1) 5, 5, 6 - · -- .. -... r •; • • .i_4.•_ . 
-l:' ·. 
'!'.; 
. b. '•r;.' 
·•"t' 
.. , . 
.-t·-. 
. . . 
--·----- ---- ~_..- - L.__~~.....a----- ---~ . -- ---- -






















G0 T0 9 
8ZETA=Oo ·1 
91F<THA-<PI-BETA+.OOOI>> 10110.11 
1 OZAB= ZE TA+AB 
· ... , 
G0 10 1 5 
11 ZAB=ZE TA-AB 
15Zl=Zt"'l 
D0 100 I=l,NZ 
SH0HT= k*RE *Z 1 * SQRT< EASE>•C0S<ZAB) 
ESA=SQRT<EASE+Zl*Zl> 
. ,;, . 




...• ,, .. 
J 
: n '.: . , 1r ·· 
~ ' ' . . 
.. 
' • 
• •. , -·-·: f-i.r.o.;-.._ 
. ... 
,· - .;...., 
~ ... • .. .._ .. _~--
,. -.---- ---~···-----.-~------·-··· 













I " ... 
.. 
. JI 
- ., r .,. . . 
,. ... 
' ·-· J --' -=--- - -- . 
................ "'--ir. • 






- -- ·- - .. - _,. ... -- ,- ·-. . . ' 
. ·-. -··-·· • ---1-- --· •. __ .,. .. ····------------------- .. -··-· -----~ -------------·------ --··-------. -- -- ·------------· -·-· ---·-----·--
... 
.. 




. . :.-IJ p 
i,, ---·... • ' _-• • -- .. ,-· ... _ 
·, 
. . ··~-"' 
. -
. '. .. 
•. - .. • l t .1 '· . . 
· .... -. -
- , · -~;IF<ABS<ESA>~•0001 > 20,20.,,30. · 
2·0A<Jb I> =O o 
IT1RACE=ITRACE+l 
· .G0 T0 ~o,,-_ 
' .. __ .'.>, __ ::- . . . 
30A<JaI>=<EXP<~AC*ESA>•SH0RT>l<PI*<ESA**~>*ALF2> 
. "" . 
. •. . ;• .. 
• ••. _I. 
...... ,. .·. ':. - . 
- 40 C0N TIN UE _____ . _______ __________ __ _ -~:~_-· _ .. . . ___ · . ___ · -__ . _ . . -. . . _ 
-, ..• :....... ·-- . ,,• 'Ji·,~""' - ~ :) 
,~· 100Z1=Zl+DZ - ···~ 1 ) ! ,. . ! ~- ' 
·--, .B<J>=.Oo ,., . 
. D0 · 110 K·= l .t MZ., 2 _ .· 
1 lOB <.J>=B (J > + C DZ/3. >* <A <J.K> +i, .• *A <J.,K+l·>+ACJ., 1<+2l> - ........ ··.:--·· - - -·-- ·. _•- ·---··· - ···- ... ~- -- ---· - ··-·· 
120RE=RE+DR ·· .,_. 
C<KK)=O~ 
-~ ~· 
_ . . _ . _ _ D0 · _1 30 L = 1 " MR., 2 . . .. _ , . ·, · · · . -~ -::-- -c,------- _______ ____ _ ___ -.--- . -------· .: .. : .. 
-- •· - ------c--- _____ _c__~----13.0C <J<K) = C-<KK > + C DR/3•'.> •-<-B<-L)-+4·•·•B-<-l.+-1-l-+B-<-L-+~2l=)·- --,·--- ~---·-. -._ ·-.--,:;:,,i,;:;;-·-----·-- ---:------··-----·_ : _____ ----------- --
. .._. . . . . . ' . •. . . ' 
1 ilOALF=ALF+DALF -· - ..... ,., 
DCLL)=Oo. 
D0 150 M=1»MALF~2 -
1 SOD<LL>=DCLL>+CDALF/3. >*<C<M)+4.*C<M+1 >+C<M+2> > . . . c •. 
· P.R INT» DC LL > a I TRA c·E . -·.;. ----- -·-·- .. -. -~ -;~ ·-. -c-----------------·- ····-· - - ... . - - · -· --------- -------- • ---~ --- ---- - · ---------~----·--- · -· -
• • ,' • I -.,; 
1 60THA=THA+DTHA - 1·-




__ 0·0 170 N= 1,MTHA.,2 - . 
l .. :JOE=E+ CDTHA/3. >*<D<N>+.tt~•D<N+l >+D<N+2> >, . . . 
_ •. : .• ~ ... t I , • • 
:.- .~ E=2o*E ... ·· 
.. ,. . . ·.'' . 
I -
__ ....... -. 
\ I . : 
.. 
- ,S -- . 
C0N ST= C0S < BETA> 
FF=E~(C0NST' 
BETA2=2o*BETA 
I F C K 0N 1 ) · 1 8 0 ., 1 8 0 , 1 9 0 
180AREA=o5*R*R*S1N(BETA2> 
G0 T0 19 5 
._ .. 
·190AREA=R*R*<PI-BETA> 
. .... ·, 
19 SF=FF /A REA 
,':,:l 
. PRINT P F1'~ A:REA1 F 
· i r··c c0N rRi:1 ._ 1., 1., 200 
200ST0P 
END 
,, 1 • 
. ·~p · is as· follows:. -




















. ' - . 
,,. . ..-- - . 
- ---- ......... -- .... -~ - .. --
.,,.---- .·-·-----· ---- - . 
..1 ----- ------···· 
.. 
J1 




. l ·11 
ft: l • 
.. 
.... 
·-- - 1· - - ,..._- -- - •• .=..,,,,-LJ ::.,)-----_ • _. - -- - . ,u.LJ '=-·J~~- )_... 1::..,~~-- _ .•• -· ., .• _::·c,c ..... :"-<_.;:~~ · 
---- -. - -- ·--~----. -:-· . - - ... - -~=--,---~-- -::cc:--~ 
------~--·--- :-.,-~~~--•- •o"·~"'-,~!".-n•·•·-------~-·-·- -.0-:---
~) ... 125 ·. 
' ,:1 ·. . . ' ''. . ' . j 
- .. 
. . Al·FDIV=DI V ·· 
.RE.J1 D.I V=DI V 
RE.201 V=DI V · 
: '!' .' ~. 
,; .. )( 
DALF=<ALPHAF~ALPHAI>IALFDIV 
· DTHA=<THETAF-THETAI )/.THADIV . 
DRE2=R/RE2Dl V 
.DRE n =RIRE l Di_V __  
RH01=0o 
r -· · · · · RH02=0o , · 
NALF=ALFDIV+t ._ 
N THA: THAD IV+ I •. 
· NREl=RERD!V+l. 
-------------- · · ·· NRE2=RE2Dl V+ l •. 
MALF=NALF-2 
MTHA_=N TH_A.;;2 








. · ··-··- ·-·--·-1~ ... ··----·--:-·~---· ··--··_- -, 






- - _. ' - . . --- . -· ,-. --····· 
-'l - • • --- --, ----· ' ':_.._'~-_,_-_·_· .___ ... • • __ . -.·--
.. -ri4-~ -_ . . 
I, .. 
:~~:-..... ..... . 
•' 
' ~ --,--; 
. -.· p : Cl. 
·---·- . .. 
.-·· . ( . 
···re. .... .. ' ... 
• Q ' 
PRINTJJB.ETA»K0N1,K0N2 r • 
.. ·-- -~·. _- , ~ ' 
. . . . PR I N T » lHA D I V .11 AL FD l V .11 RE l D l y~-~~~~!-~ __ ·----~ ~-..!.------. -~:--·:,_ ------------;-~-..:-7_:_ · · -· . --. -.. -· ,-:::--. -------
.. __ -------~-~--~-----~-:-~---·--- -·-- --PRINT/) ALPHA lo ALPHAF' - ·- : i·=:··-
- PR IN r· »·THE TA I » THE TA F . ~-~------:----,_.....-_..;___---.-----:-----r-~-=----=-~--1 
---~-' ----·-:-· ...,,-:-.--,--.
1 
_· -:-----E-R-l-N-T~",'DTH·A·ir·B·A·l-FP·l)RE1~UR E2 · 
__ .:"~--~~-------- .. THA= THE TAI 
...... 
'. 
!---- • D0 1 60 LL= 1, N THA-
. · I F CK 0N 2 ) 5 a 5 J) 8 
5RH02=<R*C0SCBETA>>l'C0S<THA> 
RR2=R-RH02 




:00 .140 KK=l,NALF 
,. 
- -· - ·-·- -·- -- -- - --·- :·-·· -
...... 
·· · - I- F' C K 0N 1 ) 1 0 ., 1 0 ·» 1 3 
... 
. . . 
.. .• ' 
.. ' =-~~-
1 ORH0 l = C R*C0 SC BE TA>> /C0S<ALF> 
RR1=R-RH01 
DRE1=RR1/RE1DIV 
I F <LL- 1-) 1 1 » 1 1 , 1'2 
11PRINTPLL,RH01,DRE1 
l 2C0N 1·1 N UEC -v 
. l 3C0NTINUE -
FAST=C0S<ALF>*C0SCTHA>-SIN<ALF>*SIN<THA> 
RE2=RH02 
D 0 l 2 0 J = 1 , N RE 2 
RE 1 = RH01 ,-
00 100 I=l»NREl . 
EASE::: RE 1 *RE 1 +RE2*R E2-2. *RE t •RE2•FAST , .
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. . . 
't 
. ... :1·: ... . 
. ·····~ ..... _ ',._ 
.. :r· ·.·. · .. 
0 . 
G. ·0· Tl"'· · AO ·. ---------·-------... . . ~- ~ . - . 
.· .. )·· . 
. . 
. . . 
30A (J/J l) =<EXP< 0 AC*E SA.>* SH0R·t.> /CPI~ C~SA·**4 > > 
. · 40·C0N!lNUE 
. IOORE I =RE i +D.REt 
B<J>=Oe · 
. D0 .. 1 l.O K= 1 J) M RE l, 2· . .. ... 
11 OB<J> =B <J >~<DRE 1 /a.>* <A<J..-K >+ 4•*A <J1K+ n+Ac J1 K+2n · i20RE2=RE2~DRE2 . . 
C < K K ) = 0 o o · ., . ·,, , · · _ · · -- ··· 
. .···00 1·30 L=1.oMRE2.,2 . _ · ···-"-.:· -~ .. 
. . . ~ ·- - . . . . . 
· 1·3oc (l<K >=C (KK > + < DRE213·. )* <B·<L>.+ ~. *B<L+l·>+B<L+2)·).·. , . . . . . . ' . . ' . 
. 140ALF=ALF+OALF .. 
DCLL )=Oo j1 0 
. . ~~-- 00 J 50 M= 1. .:> MAL F 12 . "',. 
lSOD<LL>=D<LL>+CDALF/3. >•<C<M>+4.*C<M+l l+C~M+2>> · 
.... _ ... ... ... . · PR l N-T J) D C LL > !' I TRACE _§ '-t 
. "~_.t,,. 160THA: THA+DTHA · r· 
- E=Oo 
. · D0 l 70 N= 1 , M THA., 2· . - - . ,__ 
' 
-170E=E+<DTHA/3.>•<D<N>+4.*D<N+l)+D<N+2>> · 






. . --~ ·~ ' 
.. i:, ... '-· ·' . .. ~. ;·-·' _, . : . - . . . : . ;i'''«l .. 
. :-. J'":.,-': 
' I . • • • ,.1 . ·: .. 
. ,._ 
' . 
. .. ~. 
. ~ ' .. 
-~ . 
. \~-, . ' 
. ~ •• --L- I_.·· - -~:~ ... , •• ~ ... ·::~··----, ·, .. ' . 
-· 
. ·. ·E=2o*E · ... ·. - ........ . 
-· ---~-- -----------,---~-,--------------··· -··· .. , .. ' .. -- . • •' •• • •• • • '•-•, •• • • ·- -••o•H·-·-· .. __ .. •••••o"• _.."7• -- --· • -~------ •••1-~·.-.-.. -••, - '-•••••• ,._ __ ---~· - - ---~-,---:- --·...-•-:---· Oo -:--·--i·-'-o-·-......:.~~.:..- -• ~:~=----:- _____ ...,_ 
.-:: . BE TA2=2o *BETA 
_.!\ RE' A_= R ~-R~ __ (_eba E-T A+_ •. -5*-$l-N-<-B-E-lA2--W----'-----,,--_:;_;_~--'--'--:""-" ...".._• -----..----'--~-;-:--_::___....---:---~-
"-----'---'-------:--
- \-
.. - F=E/AREA 
~l,- ' 
..;. 






- · P·R I N T » E ., A RE A., F· , ... = .· ~ . ·~ · ,., , 
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Similar programs are written for the gas to·surface 




• factor · programs: view 












. . . 1-l READ, I ALDI V, JTHDI v., l<ZGDI v., LREDI V,MRGDtV 
IE=IALDIV+l c..l ' 
JE=JTHDI V+ t 
KE=KZGDIV+ 1 
LE=LREDI V+ 1 












, .. f,1,• ··. 
·.':' 































.,,.. ... , 
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i . . . 
• 
. : ~ .. ' ; . 
. . ~· . . . .• ' 
. ""' ,. ;'. 
. . . - .. - ·•. -·-- ·- - ·---· .~ - :~' · .. -- ;--·- ••,- -- ·--- ------·- :,~, --· ·- - ---- _._ .. ---- .. ····"· 
.. - ---- ..----__:::, 
... 
'.127 
':.. ~---~·--' ~ .. ·. 
·. -~ 
! 
' . ·-. . ~ __ ;.>-- -'~---_-·-.J 
. ' 
. /. 
.·"' . . '\ 
- .· LEE=LE-2 
.v 
·· ~£E=ME-2 
READ,ACIJ BETA a Z·Gl aK0N TRLJJ 1<0N 11 K0N.2 
. ' 1, 
BE_TA2=2o *BETA 
. . 
. ,.~. _.., · .. _·,:.;.,. 
. . 
. : ' . 
_CHARGE= C.C BETA2 .... SIN C BETA2 > >.,* 100 o > / C 2 •*PI> 
READ a THETA Ia THE TAF., ALPHAt., ALPHAF. .· · • 1• . ....•. 
. AL F'D I V= I Al DI V . . ... . . .... : . I ,-• :. . ... •••· - ··-e. < .• . . .. . ·. . . ,.:··· .. ·~ . 
- ·-- ---- · THAD I V=JTHDI V . ---·--·· . , 
ZGDIV~KZGDIV -~ 
" l 
1·. ·' · REDI V=LREDIV .... 
· ·· . ·:/: \L:i R GD I V= MR GD I V .. ___ - --- --------- ··- -- . ---· -----c··-----. 
. . 
,: ·.··· 
. -,,;·:·•DALF= CALPHAF-ALPHAI )./ALFDI V . 
·DTHA= C THETAF'--THETAi) /THAi)l V. 
DZG~~G/ZGDIV ~-




, · ~::. PRINTJ)TtiETAlaTHETAF,DTHA 
:1 ... 
... ---: .. ,' 
•• • ·, • • • 
- •• 
- J 
~- .,,._:_-~_ ·--_·_· ·-:__: ___ .··. -· .~~'-c----~--- --,·----'-----···· _,,_ __ _ 
' . • . . • ;_:,--2 • 
I 
. ·.- ~ . 
~----.-1_~ -~-
:. . . . . . . ·. - . . . --·- - - -- .. :. -·-·-·-





: • PRlNT-PALPHAI..oALPHAF1DAi. .. F · - · ·., 











\. . ., .. 
THA= THE TA I 
D0 160 LL=l,JE 
RRG= CR*C0SCBETA.) )/ cc0·s·cTHA·) ·. 
· I F' C K 0 [\J l > 70, 7 0 1 71' 
70RGI=RRG 




IF CMM-1) 73,73,75. 












00 1 4 0 K K = 1 ., M E 
-' lr<ZG __ -00001) 76,76,77 
76U=- lo 
DYO=E<M~-2)-E<M~-1) 






· · DDDYO=DDY 1-DDYO 
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- .... ----·-----·····- --- ________ _: _ 
·"' - ~·. 
. . ~ ·.·.•. - .· 
I·' ' .. 
-- -···-- -'·· -·- - --· --------·--. 
. ~.'.¥d''--.,.J L, - . . ,· -·~ ,· - . . 
... , ··.-----.• _·.c~---- ....... ··---- ----····- -'--------, 
-· - . --~----,--- ------
·""--
. .....,, 
. . . . . . . 
G0 T0 175 
· 77 ~ AlLf=ALPHAf · . ·. 
·· D0 120 J= r., IE 
TA=THA+ALF 
FAST=C0SCTA> 
~RE=<R*C·rtJ'SCBETA> >lC.COS<ALF>> . 
IF CK0N-2> 80 . o8.0;81·. 
· 80 REI-=RRE· 
. ·. ~ . G.JIJ ·-10 ·8 2 . . ~ '. ' - "1 . . ~-
·- ... ~".].~ --· - ___ ... -----·· 
8 1 RE I = 0 o . --·· r1 _; .. : ·-· 
.. 
. . ' . 
. -· ' ·-.-- . .' . 
. . . . 
..: __ ··-----~-.. . -. 
. . . 
~· :· ·: '·,.-;'). . . ..., .... 
. . .·... . . .. 
. . . \ . . 
. ' 








·.' -·--"i ,' . 
DRE=<REF-REI)/REDIV <c· , • 
. -- ---- ·-·------ ~----·--·---'~--···.···-~-.:...__ -~-----~----'----- . -- ._ ... --- . IF <Kl<-1) 8 3.t> 83., 8 7. · _4 : ·· · -~,1 ----
I F- .. <LL~ 1 > 84o8A»87 
IF < MMC::, 1 > 8 5.o 8 5, 8 7 '. . · ... .., ! ~-··· 
' '.a .. 
- a·s ,._ PRINTBREIDREFoDRE 
RE=REI 
... ·-·.. ,•' 
.r ~ . 
>·· 
! ,. . - 87 
. . 
D0 1 0 0 ! = 1 J) LE ____ .. " .•.. . . . . .':. ·. ·.· . 
EASE= Fc.E:e(F<E + RG*R G-2 •- *RE*RG*FAS T ·~ 
. ESA=SQRTCEASE+Z*Z > ~-. ·· .4 
FA C 10 R= R G*Z G* RE ----·--»·- -----------------------~------·-· ____ ,._,, .. _,__L_:~ _ ___;,..,·----"--::__ __ --c--------·:.,c:....:. _________________ , ____ , 
AC I, J. >=(EXP <-AC*E SA>* FA.CT0R > / < "·*PI *E SA**3 > . . . -
.. 
··-·--·-.. · .. .--- ' ....... ---- . 
· 100 RE=RE+DRE 
.J_;. • • . • -'- --·13·c j-j ~ o : · --- · ---------~-----·., -- -- · '-s. --_- .) --- -- ·-"' · -~----· ·---i:~---=:-· .. 
... 
·~~· . 
' ,. ' -
' -
-
-.... ----. -- , .... :... . .... ~ 
·-- _..,. .'.1 ~.-_ 
..  ' 





. . . 
!f t 0: 
' ;;. 
. . 
~ 00 · l 1 0 K = 1 ., L EE, 2 . /' -
... 




D0 130 L=l1IEE,2 
CCKKl=C<KK)+CDALF/3.>*<B<L>+4•*B<L+l>+B(L+2>> 
1'30 C0NTINUE 
••. -.,. ·-i, 
135 C0NTINUE 
I .taO RG=RG+DRG 
D<LL)=Q. 
D0 150 M=l,MEE,2 
D<LL)=D<LL)+CDRG/3. >•<C<M>+4.*C<M+l >+C<M+2>>. 
150 C0NTINUE 
160 THA=THA+DTHA 
EC MM) =O o, 








. " . 
. r'. DO 220 MM=l1K£ 
PRINTPMM,E(MM) 
C0NTINLJE 





FF=Ow . , • 
D0 225 NN=l,KEE.12 
FF=FF+<DZG/3. >*<E<NN)+..tl•*E<NN+l )+E<NN+2)-->-·~. 
CONTINUE 
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I. ~ .. I • , _____ _...-.., ...... -,rr&.,. :.!.--:.. ·-~ · 
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230 'L 1 C=R*R*HG* C BETA- C SIN< BETA> *C05.< BETA).-,_> 
. .. -. --··-
. . 
IF CK0N2 > 235.t>235..? 245 . -· 
· 235 F1E1C=Ff/V0L1C 
PRINT~FFoV0LlC»F1CE1C = 
--. 
-" . · G0 T0 2 70 . 
' ' ·. _j" ..... 245 F1CE1=FF/V0L!C 
. .. . . .-,, 
~ \}. 
PR-INT..o FF.r> V0L 1 c,. ·FlCEl .. : : :_'.:·~>- ·: -·_-- --.---- - - ·-----~-_-:.-:----- ·-- - ~: ... ·· - , __ ~1-· :· 
-G0 . T0 2 70. ' · 
. 255 V0Ll=R*R:t~HG~.:PJ. ·, . . --· ·- ., . .;. -·------ --- --
IF. (K0N2 > 256,256.1261 -- _ ---- :-.~- ·--·;_~·-·--~--- .. -. _ ---- __ · _ -- -- --- --·- _ --- --------- --,-- - - "-------- _· ·_ -
256 Fl ElC=FF'IV0-L1 .. -
. ' . 
--~~--~--·, ___ •:·_~_: ____ --
. ~ 
PRINTDFFaV0L1,F1ElC -
. ' . d( ·. 
G0 T0 270 • 1" ' 
-
. 261 f1El=FF/V0Ll . ~ -'r . ' . , . '. 'I\ . . . .• ••·•• .. '·~· ~-~--;;---. _____ .. ~-' 
... 
. . . ---. 
.. · >'-Q 
,. 
,, 
Jfr·rp R X N T; F' F., V0 L 1 ., f l E 1 . . -~ 
2 70 IF CK0N TRL > . 1, 1., 30.0. -
· 300 ST0P. 
- l __ END 
' 
- -- --w- ·- .-·.-.;~.:-.-.-._, -.• -~ .... ~ •• 
\ -.--- ~-:---· - --- - - ~~--- -·. - --:-- ... __ - ... ~- ~ - -
- --~-- ---~---·_::.~---~--- - ---... --- ·-·-·-·--------. 
'.-- ·--
- . ~-:::-~ . . - - ---- -~;r ---~ __ --_-
v· .. 
. .. ~ ... . .,_. . ~- ,. ' ' 
1[ . ® 
. . .·•. . ' . •.. ._':\_.· 
1. ..• 
' ' ... ,·· · .. -; _·.. . 
·' . ~. - - .< ... · .. _ -· .. : .. ·-·. - -:-··-------:~ .. ~' ··.-... · 
...-.Ci ~-... ·:, . - .' 
'-,,t.1'>!.,·'' • -',' I ' 
• • .1·· 
... ·, . ( 
.. "\-··.··· . 
:'•' .,·. 
•- - --- ,- - . ' ( 




---· - ---- --.,,-.-~ ·----
• 
- ...... _ .... ··- -------: ~~-.:....,.•_,_. __ ----:.~------ ... . ---·-,--. ----=----














/ DIM ENS I 0N. AC 1 9, 19 >, B < l 9 >, C < 19 > 1 I)< I 9 > 1 £ < 19 > 







' ' J \I 
' 
. I RE AD, I ALDI V, JTHDI V ~kz GDI v. LZ·WDI V• MRGDI V 
~ IE=IALDIV+l ., 
JE=JTHDI V+t · 
l<E=KZGDI V+ 1 
L E = L Z \·.'D I V + 1 



























•·I, J •, .Iii r . . 





, . ~ 
4 ,r • ' 
• 
..... ,. 
', • .J 
r··-
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--=--- - ----~-. - - - -Ii····..:······· -~~-····· .. c • ·~:· ·- .,~ ~·-·':-·--··~·~-:--:::C: ... =~·-c; ,. ·.. -~-----~~== ~= ·· .. --- .. -·· .. --.,----.-_ 
• ~--~- _· _A _=- ·,- , .. ,c_~~r _ ,,c_· · . ~- ·· 









~' ... · .. .-· 
- IF CK0Nl) 110.,110 .. 115· 
. -. l l_O - R6 I:: .R:-1'; C0 S,C BE TA> 
. ·_ .. : ....• J· 




120 · IF Cl<0N2 > ·125., 125., l 30 J-.-
125 ALPF=BE TA 
G0 T0 135 
----· -··---- .-- (;;f30 - ALPHAF=P I 
. 135 ALFDIV=IALDIV 
THADI_V=JTHDI V · 
. . . -- - -.- : . . ., . "::,. - .. 
. ' ~ -
~ :._ 
. - i 
. :.: . ·\ -----,-·· -, .. - -· '. 
•'-1 ~ 
130 
·'' . . ,-._ . . . 
. . .. ir·-o,-- -_ -_ . 
'. 
-· __ j 
. . · . 
·--··--- '------ ------· .. ---;--,--·- .. -· ·-·-;:-,--··-:-·····- . ----·· .. ___ -
--- -----J--- -·-----~~~-,~-~~--~-~~---- -_ - · ZG_DI V=KZGDI V ·····. 
' 
. . ' 
~- -~ ~-.:.,..· - :.· •. : ... :: ~-- .. _: _._·-~.-;,;;...· . ..:..: .. ......:. . ..:. ~ -... :: -'.::;'. ·--: - - .,. __ , .c .•. c:., . .- - - .. '. -... ,_. ·- --~-- :.. ... ~:-. --:..·.-_· _·_, - - ··--- .. :· ... .-_:_ ······--·---··: -····.·; .. _____ ,-~---: __ 
- .. ·". 
....... 
- '"I- - •.. 
.. 
I I 
?!" - - _. -
Z\..'Ol V=LZ ~.'DIV 





DZ \-!=H ~JI Z ~.1D IV 
. ,.,-
______ PRINT, AC, BE TA., CHARGE r 
, PRINTJ)K0NTR~,K0Nt·,~0N2 
. . J" .. ' , . 
. 
~· . -- --- . - - - - ' . 
.,. . ,--·-- ,;_ - .. ·. _, 
:~ 
·...... ... -


















IF <ABS< RR G-1 • 0000-> - • 000 l > 1 6~. 1 64'1., 1 65 
_ .1 64 TTl-tA::Q o 0 
G0 T0 1 66 




···:· 165 TTHA=PI/2.-ATAN<RRG/CSQRT<l.-RRG*RRG>>> 




G0 10 l 72 
I '7 1 THE TA I = 0 • 0 
THETAF=P I 




THA= TH ETAI 
D0 l 6 O LL= 1 ., J E 
2 G= Z GI 
' 00 l~O KK=l,KE 
It C.9999-kG> 181,181,182 
. . 




l JI ... ' 
'. 
·•7 .il ._. 
... ·' 
•' 




,•·,. .-'·· ·c· ~ d/ 
.. ..---· .. 
, .. 
r 
"i! • ' ;~ 





' · .. 
.. . ' 
- .. ' ~· . . -
... 
. . 
. > . 
.. 
. , . ;, - ... 
. ',··--: .. · 
l ,, • 
I 




DY3=E(MM- 5) =E <MM- 4) 
DDYO=DY1=DYO. 





-· ~--·· .. . 
. . . 
--..... 
. '·' ' 
. --~.J . . -
••. r,_· ·· ••• · .• ·. 
I. ' • DDDYO=DDYl-DDYO .. .. · 1.·· • 
.,·- <, . 
. .. 
DODY l =DDY2- DOY l :-~~ ------·--------------------------,---- --------~~~~-... ~--~-----------~· -····---- --
. . . .• . 
DDDDYO=DDDYt~DDDYO. . . . ; .. i" 
E <MM>= E CMM- ' > + U*DYO+,( U* < U-1.·.) *DDYO > /2,. 
• 
. . . -:: ... ·.-· -'·. -
. . 
·.-.- ·.~\:;;--,~,. •. ir· . . .. 
' . . 
, .. 
·E <MM) =E<MM >+Cl!* <U-1 • > * C U-2. >*DDDYO > /6. ~ 
E C MM>= EC MM>+< U* CU- 1 ; '> * C U-·2 • > * < U- 3. > *D DD-D-YO /2 4~ ' =~·--c-c ·-.~-~~.,.0C7--=~-,._.,--=--="'=~.,=,~=::c-=,.~-- . 
G0 T0 1 75 
"···--------·. ~-.' .. , ·------· _--- ·.-· --------· ·-·- -
I ' 
-- -~---;--~_, __ ..•... - . •.•··I•• .,,..,.. :. . ..... , ..... "· 
... . ] 
r' i .. , 






,,_,. ,.. •. J. ,... 
.... 
. 18.2 . ALF'=ALPHA I 





·2 W=Z t,JI ~ 
. D0 400, I= l., LE 
D0 Z v.1 
.• .. 
·• 
J_. ; I - ,. 
'-- ..... .:;L __ \-:::..;:::. 
r l~t -Z=ZG--ZG 
ESA=SQRT<EASE+Z*Z> 
A< I, J) = CE_XP <-AC*ESA >• FACT0R > / < 4. *PI *ESA**3 > 
-,oo z vJ= z v.i+ oz\\' 
B<J)=O~-· 
D0 110 K=l,LEE,2 ·- ,. . 
'I . " 
·- J 
-. ~:-- -· ' 
·- . 
.. . :, ~ - . 




D0 130 L=l,IEE,2 
. j' 




' . C<KK)=C<KK)+CDALF/3•>*<B<L)+4.•B<L+l)+B<L+2)). 
C0NTINUE 
C0NTif\JUE 





D0 lXSO M=l,MEE,2 
D<LL)=D<LL>+<DRG/3.>•<C<M)+4.*C<M+l)+C<M+~>> 
250 C0NTINUE , . 




: \ _____ ..... 
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,. . 
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• i r -- .. -
.~,. -
- ; .. ,.' 
. 175- C0NTlNUE · ,,r•,-, 
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